
Presentations are fuel for business progress
For many organizations, Microsoft PowerPoint is more than a presentation tool, it is often the 
difference between moving forward, or taking a step back. Many hours go into creating, revising, 
refining, and versioning presentations for different initiatives, audiences, and opportunities.  
When you get it right, presentations inform better decisions, change minds, and win hearts.

All too often presentations are tedious work
Frequently used chart types and graphical elements are often missing and there is minimal automatic 
placement. Usually, you end up manually updating numbers and pushing around shapes. This process 
takes hours out of the day, keeps teams up late at night, and distracts from the real task at hand –  
not just getting work done, but driving business forward through increased efficiency.

Save up to 70% working time on charts
think-cell is different. It is a powerful charting and layout software that automates your PowerPoint 
work, improving slide creation efficiency and quality. Within minutes you get well-laid-out and great-
looking slides. Moreover, you are freed from many of the mundane and repetitive tasks so you can 
focus on what you do best.
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  Once you have it, it’s 
difficult to go back and 
live without. Highly 
recommended”

It is so much easier 
to update charts and 
the underlying data 
using think-cell than 
embedding an excel 
chart”

If you are making a 
lot of presentations 
and they include data 
and charts, you should 
definitely use it”

Produce elegant presentations with ease
Reduces multi-click chart creation and formatting decisions down to a single  
click in many instances

More than 40 different types of charts, including: Stacked, Waterfall, Gantt, 
Mekko, Scatter/bubble, Pie/doughnut, Line, Butterfly, Clustered, 100%, Area,  
Area 100% PLUS, easy to add CAGR, value lines and more.

Seamlessly integrated into Microsoft Office
Uses only native PowerPoint shapes for its output, which remain data-driven  
and changeable

Other 3rd party software for PowerPoint often relies on non-native file formats 
for charts, such as Flash, images or completely proprietary formats. Using such 
software means that you put your digital assets at risk when you decide to stop 
using it or the vendor goes out of business. You won’t be able to change hundreds, 
or even thousands of charts you created.

Leverage existing data and maintain integrity
Replaces all manual calculations of any chart annotations and provides reliable  
linking to Excel and Tableau

Automation abilities, including: Excel links, Chart to data, Data rounding, and more.
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